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91 2129 Nelson Bay Road, Williamtown, NSW

Banksia Grove Village - Site 91
This lovely 2 bedroom home has just been listed and is priced to
sell !!! The kitchen is modern and spacious with electric oven,
cooktop and vinyl flooring. The current owners have installed an
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additional cupboard in the kitchen/dining area which provides
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an amazing amount of extra storage space. Both bedrooms are

Maria Murphy

carpeted with built-in robes. Additional features are modern
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plantation shutters on all the windows, a near new reverse cycle
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air-conditioner and a 125L hot water system. It has a good size
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modern bathroom with shower and a separate toilet and there is
also an internal laundry leading out to a good size carport with
garden shed for extra storage and exterior blinds on all windows.
It has a paved area out the back and easy to maintain gardens at
the front. If you are in need of some lovely modern furniture the
vendor is happy to give a prospective purchaser first option to
purchase call today !!! Banksia Grove Village is a lifestyle village
for the over 50's, offering a peaceful setting in Williamtown. The
village
offers independent
living in
a by
secure
living
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with fantastic facilities and a range of social groups and activities.
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transport. For more information visit
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